
Sensory awareness exercise

As we continue to explore the Buddha’s teachings on dependent co-arising and mutual 
causality, we turn our attention to the mind and body and its sensory experience. 

Stand up and let’s move these chairs out to the edges of the room. 

Begin slowly milling around, just moving through the room at your own pace.
Now continue to mill as if all you were were eyes. Notice what comes into being if you 
just turn on channel of visual, of seeing.

Continue to move freely about, now tuning into the channel of the ears, just paying 
attention to hearing. Notice what arises in that experience.

Continue to move freely about, now tuning into the channel of the ears, just paying 
attention physical sensation (allow yourself to brush together lightly). How does your 
awareness of the body, and its physical sensations change your perception. What do 
you notice arising.

Continue to mill, stop and stand in front of someone. What is it like to meet this, having 
focused on...seeing, hearing, body awareness? What causes your visual experience to 
come into being, your hearing, your sense of your body? 

Reports. 15-20 min. total.

Leading the witness

Stay in these pairs, right where you are. We are going to do an exercise where you take 
turns guiding each other. The person who is being led will have his or her eyes closed. 
The person who is the guide will take you by the elbow or the hand, whichever is most 
comfortable, walking anywhere except in the Zendo. Guides, be mindful that the person 
you are guiding cannot see. Both partners focus on physical sensation and perceptions. 
From time to time, the guide will stop you, perhaps orient your head in a particular 
direction and give a very brief instruction pointing to some sense experience. 

If it is something to see, the guide simply says, “look.” Open your eyes briefly, take a 
“snapshot” with your eyes, and close them, taking some time to study your experience 
before moving on. 
If it is something to hear or touch, the guide simply says, “listen,”  or “feel,” guiding your 
hand. Again, stop, become mindful, and study your experience before moving on. 
Continue in this way for 10 minutes. Then stop and stand in mindfulness together for a 
little before switching roles. After 10 minutes of guiding, stop again for a bit and then 
return here to the meeting hall. 

Debrief, Q&A. Discussion


